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It was bright and early in the morning when the sun was still 
awakening and the city people were out and about. All the birds 

were tweeting and the lions were roaring.
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All the city people really liked the animals in the jungle, they really thought the 
birds tweeting was very calming.

 
 Not really so much for one person and that person is Joe. Joe didn’t like the 

animals and the birds tweeting, because he couldn’t get any sleep. It was just 
annoying for him.
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Joe was really getting annoyed, it felt like his ears were bleeding. He was so 
tempted to go and disturb the animals. Even though he was so mad and 

tempted to do it, he stayed calm and didn’t.
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However, Joe was SICK OF IT!!! He said to 
himself, “I can’t deal with this anymore, I’m 
just going to disturb them now, but how?”
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Joe thought of an idea, he thought that he could somehow sneak into the jungle 
and enter through the gate. He knew exactly how. Joe was going to steal the 

keys from the security guard.
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Joe knew it was the perfect idea, he made a plan and everything. 
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Joe knew this was his chance 
because he saw the key hanging 

from the guards pocket. 
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Joe decided to actually 
change up the plan.
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Joe knew this 
was the best 
idea he ever 
would have  

thought of. He 
knew the plan 

could start 
now. 
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Joe threw something in the jungle and it made a huge loud noise. The security 
guard knew it wouldn’t be the animals because they were fast asleep. So the 

security guard unlocked the metal gate of the jungle, and Joe crept in. 
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The guard realised there was nobody in there so he left the jungle 
and locked it back up. The guards job was done for the night, so he 

left and this was Joe's chance.
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So Joe started cutting down all the trees and hurt all the animals.
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Suddenly, the city people heard all the cutting down of the 
trees and they went there straight away. They had no keys 
to unlock the gate, so they called the security guard and he 
came straight away as well. The security guard unlocked the 

gate and the city people started charging at Joe. 13



Joe was extremely hurt. He was hurt like all the animals in the 
jungle and Joe now knew that he did the wrong thing. Joe 

learnt a life lesson and that lesson is to treat people or things 
how you want to be treated. 14



Joe apologised to all the city people and then he felt horrible about what he 
had done. Since Joe felt horrible, he decided to regrow the trees.
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 So as time passed…
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17the trees began to grow 
back



A couple months later all the trees were 
growing and all the birds were tweeting 

once more. The lions were happily roaring  
again.
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The city people forgave Joe for what he 
had done and Joe promised to never do 

something like that again.
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About The Author

My name is Ashan and I am from Australia. I am 10 years old and turning 
11 this year. I wrote this book to teach people a life lesson called treat 

people how you want to be treated.
 

In my spare time I like to play cricket, footy and basketball. I also go for 
bike rides. My dreams for the future are to one day play for the Australian 

cricket team and live a good happy life.
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 'Joe Against The City People' tells us about how Joe learnt a 
lesson called treat people how you want to be treated. Joe takes 
you on a journey of how he is going to disturb the animals in the 

jungle and he knew the perfect plan of how he was going to do it. 
Take a trip with Joe and see what he does to earn the city people's 

trust back. 


